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The Pro Tennis League had its
biggest ever edition of season 4
at the RK Khanna Tennis
Stadium, New Delhi with a total
of 64 players, the highest number
of players that participated in the
league so far.

To understand what goes
behind organizing one of the
most unique tennis leagues in
India.

To undertake a league
sports event and focus on
its full-fledged and
extensive digital coverage.

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE



The season 4 of Pro Tennis League witnessed some of the most
valued members in the Indian tennis fraternity such as Zeeshan
Ali (National Coach), Manav Modi (Team Owner and a player) and
Aditya Khanna (Founder - PTL and a player).

Other important members like Rohit Rajpal (President - DLTA),
Purav Raja (Commentator and a player) and Malek Jaziri (Tunisian
player) graced the court with their presence to make it the
grandest season ever.

THE MVP'S

PTL - The T20 Of
Tennis!

-Zeeshan Ali (National
Coach)
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ASSOCIATION WITH THE BRIDGE

NETWORKING PRSOCIAL MEDIA



VIDEO
CONTENT
           videos with special
emphasis on players, partners,
sponsors and founders on and off
the ground to leverage the
impact of the league overall
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75+



GRAPHICAL
CONTENT

                      graphics with different buckets
like day specific content, quote posters,
birthday posts, lesser known facts and
countdowns to promote the league across
PTL social media.

300+



TEXTUAL
CONTENT
                 in-depth stories on website
to bring out the main objective and
creativity behind the league

20+



Emphasis on partners and sponsors

PR 

LIVE updates on social media

OTHER FORMATS 
DELIVERED
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE
ACROSS PLATFORMS

People reached through coverage
 
 
 

Inspiring stories published on website

Content pieces published across
platforms

First-of-a-kind promotional video for the league
PR event with The Bridge founder and key members of PTL

Fun BTS content with the players

Content-wise reach across Bridge platforms
 

Video views across socials: 8M
Graphic views across socials: 3M

Page views on website: 1M

HIGHLIGHTS

Exclusive and extensive
coverage of Pro Tennis
League season 4 involving
management of PTL's
Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter + 8 team handles on
Instagram.
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400+
12M+

16.5M

10+



CONTACT

+91 9002276726

saketh@thebridge.in

anshika.verma@thebridge.in

+91 9993194576



THANK
YOU


